
Year 9 Media Roadmap

Year 9

AUT A – Media 
introduction, 
looking at key  

concepts

AUT B Advertising 
intro and This Girl 

Can

Key concepts:
Language, Representation, 
audience and industry
Narrative structures with 
theory
Basic practical skills e.g. 
storyboarding

SPR A– Quality 
Street

Set text –Quality 
Street – key 

concepts examined 
on: ML, rep, aud, 

ind, context, 
gender and gender 

theory

SUM A – Film continued 
and magazines

Magazines – Set texts- GQ and 
Pride

Key concepts: ML, rep, aud, ind, 
context, gender including male 

and gender theory, ethnicity 
rep’s and ethnicity theory, 

historical context and political
Use of celebrity and Dyer’s 

theory

SUM B – Practical skills

Practical NEA skills 
focus:

Photoshop skills, 
framing and 
composition, 

lighting

Advertising context and key 
concepts.
Set text – This Girl Can – key 
concepts examined on: ML, 
rep, aud, ind, gender and 
gender theory

Film context – Bond –
Set texts - Spectre and The 
Man with the Golden Gun
Key concepts: ML, rep, aud, 
ind, context, gender including 
male and gender theory, 
historical context and 
political, regulation

SPR B– Film marketing



Rationale

Throughout all key stages, thought has gone into the order of studying each unit and text. Units have 
been chosen later on that are more complex, so knowledge can be built on and developed throughout.

For example: representation is first looked at just with gender, then as the year builds this is developed 
through ethnicity and gender.

Ownership is first looked at through simple structures and then as the year develops these build by 
studying more complex ownership models.

Contexts start more simple focussing on historical context with political contexts being examined later 
in the year once students have gained an understanding of the more simple contexts first.

NEA – the is studied at the end of year 12. By this point, all the knowledge has been delivered that 
students need to succeed at the NEA. Hence why Comp 1 is all taught in year 1 of both the KS4 and KS5 
courses.


